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Figure 1: Our proposed HeadGAN method performs reenactment (b), by fully transferring the facial expressions and head
pose from a driving frame to a reference image. When the driving and reference identities coincide (c), it can be used for
facial video compression and reconstruction. In addition, HeadGAN can be applied to facial expression editing (d), novel
view synthesis (e) and face frontalisation (f). Project’s page: https://michaildoukas.github.io/HeadGAN/

Abstract

Recent attempts to solve the problem of head reenact-
ment using a single reference image have shown promising
results. However, most of them either perform poorly in
terms of photo-realism, or fail to meet the identity preser-
vation problem, or do not fully transfer the driving pose
and expression. We propose HeadGAN, a novel system that
conditions synthesis on 3D face representations, which can
be extracted from any driving video and adapted to the fa-
cial geometry of any reference image, disentangling identity
from expression. We further improve mouth movements, by
utilising audio features as a complementary input. The 3D
face representation enables HeadGAN to be further used as
an efficient method for compression and reconstruction and
a tool for expression and pose editing.

1. Introduction

Visual data synthesis [44, 43], including talking head
animation [45, 49, 48, 17, 33, 34, 23] are particularly ex-
citing and thriving research areas, with countless applica-
tions in editing, games, social media, VR, teleconference
and virtual assistance. Over the past years, solutions were
mainly given by the graphics community. For instance,
Face2Face [40] method performs face reenactment, by re-
covering facial expressions from a driving video and over-
writing them to the source frames. Some recent learning-
based approaches [23, 25, 13] have sought to solve the prob-
lem of full head reenactment, which aims to transfer not
only the expression, but also the pose, from a driving per-
son to the source identity. The shortcoming of such methods
is their dependence on long video footage of the source, as
they train person-specific models. At the same time, various
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methods have been proposed for reenacting human heads
under a few-shot setting [45, 43, 48, 17, 34, 14], where only
a limited number of reference images are available, even a
single one. Most state-of-the-art approaches use facial key-
points to guide synthesis [49, 48, 43, 34], which usually
leads to identity preservation problems during reenactment,
as key-points encode appearance information. The problem
becomes more prominent when the head geometry of the
source differs from that of the person in the driving video.

In this paper we propose HeadGAN, a novel one-shot
GAN-based method for head animation and editing. We
take a different approach from most existing few-shot meth-
ods and use a 3D face representation similar to PNCC [52]
to condition synthesis. We capitalise on prior knowledge
of expression and identity disentanglement, enclosed within
3D Morphable Models (3DMMs) [3, 5, 4, 6]. Our decision
to model faces with 3DMMs enables HeadGAN to oper-
ate as: 1) a real-time reenactment system operating at ∼ 20
fps, 2) an efficient method for facial video compression and
reconstruction, 3) a facial expression editing method, 4) a
novel view synthesis system, including face frontalisation.
Fig. 1 illustrates the tasks supported by our method. Apart
from 3D faces, we optionally condition the generative pro-
cess on speech features coming from the audio signal, en-
abling our method to perform accurate mouth synthesis, as
suggested by our automated lipreading experiment.

We perform extensive comparisons with state-of-the-art
methods [45, 43, 48, 34, 31, 51] and report superior image
quality and performance, in terms of standard GAN metrics
[19, 41], on the tasks of reconstruction, reenactment and
frontalisation, even when compared to models [48] trained
on the larger VoxCeleb2 [9] dataset. Lastly, we conduct an
ablation study in order to demonstrate the contribution of
each component of our system.

2. Related Work
Model-free methods for face synthesis. X2Face [45] is
among the earliest learning-based methods for animating
human heads that does not rely on any prior knowledge of
faces. In some cases their warping operation causes un-
natural head deformations, leading to poor photo-realism.
MonkeyNet [33] is a more recent deep learning framework
that proposes to infer motion via key-point detection from
the driving video. Then, the appearance extracted from the
reference image along with motion information are used to
generate the output. In the follow-up work, First Order Mo-
tion Model (FOMM) [34] significantly improves the results
of single image animation. FOMM uses relative key-point
locations in order to preserve the identity of the source,
which requires the object in the first frame of the driving
video to be in the same pose with the one in the source im-
age. As such assumption is not always met, the head pose
of generated samples is not guaranteed to follow the driver.

Landmark-based face modeling and generation. Bring-
ing Portraits to Life [1] is one of the initial attempts to
animate still images. 2D warps are applied on the source
image in order to imitate the facial transformations in the
driving video. It shows promising results when the source
head pose is close to the one appearing in the target im-
age and only a small deformation is required. Warp-Guided
GANs [14] is a more recent work that uses 2D facial land-
marks and 2D warps to animate an image. It requires a
photo captured in a frontal pose with neutral expression.
Much research on head animation assumes a few-show set-
ting, where a small number of reference images are avail-
able. Zakharov et al. [49] extracts identity related em-
beddings from the reference images and injects them into
the generator through adaptive instance normalisation lay-
ers (AdaIN) [20]. Their image-based method performs
best after fine-tuning on the new identity. Bi-layer Neu-
ral Avatars [48] is another one-shot model that capitalises
on SPADE [30], while operating in real-time speeds dur-
ing inference. Using SPADE layers [30] for the adap-
tation of the generative process to the appearance of the
source has been proposed earlier, as part of the few-shot
vid2vid model [43], which is a video-based method extend-
ing vid2vid [44]. Most aforementioned methods are not able
to address the identity preservation problem in reenactment,
since facial landmarks allow identity related information
from the driver to be transferred into the generated samples.
MarioNETte [17] tries to solve this problem, by proposing a
method for landmark transformation that adapts the driving
landmarks to the reference head shape.

Head animation assisted by 3D faces. 3DMMs [3, 5, 4, 6]
have been proven to be very effective for modeling human
faces and have been widely used to drive face synthesis
[40, 23, 35, 39]. Fitting 3DMMs, enables recovering ac-
curate pose and expressions from the target frames, as well
as identity related parameters from the reference image(s).
Then, the rendered 3D faces are used to condition neural
networks, which complete the texture and fill in the areas
of missing information (hair, body, background, etc.). Deep
video portraits (DVP) [23] and Head2Head [25] are exam-
ples of such reenactment systems driven by 3D informa-
tion. Both methods train person specific models, using a
long video footage of the source subject. On the contrary,
our proposed approach is person generic, i.e. it can perform
video synthesis for any unseen person, using a single ref-
erence image. Other methods such as StyleRig [38] and
GIF [15] use 3DMMs to control StyleGAN and StyleGAN2
[21, 22], but fail to preserve parts of the scene that are not
explained by the face models, such as hair, background.

Audio-driven head synthesis. Apart from the video-driven
techniques discussed above, there exists an extensive body
of literature focusing on audio-driven talking face synthe-
sis [37, 8, 35, 7, 42, 39]. Much different from these meth-
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ods, our system can optionally use audio signals to enhance
speech quality and realism within the mouth area, while the
pose and expressions are guided by the target video footage.

3. Methodology
3.1. 3D Face Representation

In order to accurately transfer the expressions of the
driving person while preserving the facial geometry of the
source identity, we take advantage of prior knowledge of
human faces, contained within 3DMMs [3, 5, 4, 6]. Given a
driving video of T frames, y1:T = {yt | t = 1, . . . , T},
the 3DMM fitting stage produces a sequence of camera
parameters c1:T and shape parameters p1:T , with pt =

[pid⊤
t ;pexp⊤

t ]⊤. That is, for each frame t, we obtain two
types of shape parameters: a) identity related parameters
pid
t ∈ IRnid , encoding facial geometry and b) expression

parameters pexp
t ∈ IRnexp , representing facial deforma-

tions. This enables disentangling facial shape attributes
that depend on identity from shape deformations caused by
motion. We recover very accurate facial expressions, as
our 3DMM fitting stage relies on a dense set of 3D points
(around 1K). These points are regressed from frames with
RetinaFace [12], which is pre-trained on WIDER FACE
dataset [47]. Additionally, given a reference image of the
source identity yref , we perform 3DMM fitting to obtain
the source’s shape parameters pid

ref , pexp
ref and camera pa-

rameters cref . For details on the 3DMM fitting algorithm
please refer to the supplementary material.

Next, for each frame t, we compute the 3D facial shape
(3D mesh) st = [x1, y1, z1, ..., xN , yN , zN ]⊤ ∈ IR3N , as

st = x̄ + Uidpid
ref + Uexppexp

t . (1)

Here x̄ ∈ IR3N is the mean shape, Uid is the identity or-
thonormal basis and Uexp is the expression orthonormal ba-
sis of LSFM morphable model [6]. By construction, this 3D
shape st reflects the facial structure pid

ref of the source with
the facial expressions pexp

t of the driving identity. In this
way, we address the source identity preservation problem.
Finally, we render a 3D face representation xt = R(st, ct),
using the 3D shape st and camera parameters ct. This is
an RGB image similar to PNCC [52], as shown in Fig. 2.
We also render xref , which is the 3D face recovered from
the reference image yref , using camera parameters cref and
shape sref that is obtained from pid

ref and pexp
ref using Eq. 1.

In Sec. 4.1 we discuss 3D Face Rendering in more detail.
Summarising, given a driving video y1:T and a source

image yref , the data pre-processing pipeline recovers a se-
quence of images x1:T , which depict the 3D face extracted
from the driver and adapted to the facial geometry of the
source, as well as the 3D face of the reference image xref .
These facial representations are used to condition image
synthesis with HeadGAN’s Generator network.

3D Face
Rendering

3DMM
Fitting

3D Face
 Rendering3DMM

Fitting

Audio Feature Extraction

DeepSpeech

Data
pre-processing

(Sec 3.1)

Figure 2: Data pre-processing stage. We recover and ren-
der the 3D face of the reference image yref , as well as the
driving frame yt, after adapting the identity parameters.

3.2. Audio features

As opposed to previous one-shot head reenactment sys-
tems, our method takes advantage of the driving audio
stream and its correlation with facial and mouth move-
ments. We split the audio signal into T parts a1:T , where
each part at is aligned and corresponds to frame yt of the
driving video with length T . Then, we apply audio feature
extraction to a window of 2L audio parts at−L−1:t+L =
{at−L−1, . . . , at, . . . , at+L}, centred around frame t, to ob-
tain a feature vector h(a)

t , which contains information from
the past and future time steps. We employ [16] for the ex-
traction of low level features, such as MFCCs, signal energy
and entropy, which yields a feature vector h(aL)

t ∈ IR84.
Then, we use DeepSpeech [18] for the extraction of char-
acter level logits from each part at′ ∈ at−L−1:t+L. This
results in 2L logits, which after concatenation gives a fea-
ture vector h(aH)

t ∈ IR2L·27. Our final audio feature vector

is given as h(a)
t = [h(aL)⊤

t ;h(aH)⊤

t ]⊤ ∈ IR300, for L = 4.

3.3. HeadGAN Framework

Our GAN-based head reenactment system is equipped
with a Generator driven by two modalities: 1) the 3D face
representation extracted from the driving video and the ref-
erence image, 2) optionally the audio features coming from
the driver. Given xt−k:t, the driving 3D face representa-
tion from frame t, concatenated channel-wise with the 3D
faces coming from the past k = 2 frames, the reference
image yref with the corresponding 3D face representation

xref and the audio feature vector h(a)
t , our Generator hallu-

cinates a photo-realistic image, given as

ỹt = G(xt−k:t, yref , xref ,h(a)
t ; θG). (2)
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Figure 3: Overview of HeadGAN. The dense flow network F computes a flow field for warping the reference image and
features, according to the 3D face input. Then, the rendering network R uses this visual information along with the audio
features in order to translate the 3D face input into a photo-realistic image of the source.

Conditioning synthesis on the spatio-temporal volume
xt−k:t helps to achieve temporal coherence across frames.
The reference image yref provides information on the tex-
ture and appearance of the source person, while audio fea-
tures enhance the generative ability of G across the face,
and mainly the mouth area. In more detail, the Generator
consists of two sub-networks: a dense flow network F and
a a rendering network R. For an overview of the Generator
G, please refer to Fig. 3.

Dense flow network F . Our rendering network R relies
on high quality visual features that reflect the appearance of
the source identity. Nonetheless, we observed that simply
using an encoder to extract such features from the reference
image yref , does not capitalise well on the potential of the
rendering network’s architecture. It has been proved more
meaningful to align the visual feature maps with the desired
head pose, which is reflected in the 3D face representation
xt, coming from the driving video. With this in mind, we
propose a dense flow network, which learns a flow wt that
can be used to warp visual features. For that, we pass the
concatenation of the reference image and its corresponding
3D face (yref , xref ) through an encoder, for the extraction
of visual feature maps in three spatial scales h(1),h(2),h(3),
which represent the appearance of the source identity. Then,
a decoder predicts the flow wt, guided by the driving 3D
face representation xt−k:t, which is injected into F through
SPADE blocks [30]. Ideally, when applied on the reference
image yref , this dense flow should yield a warped image of
the source person, with the same head pose and expression,
as shown in the driving 3D face representation xt. By ap-
plying the flow field on each visual feature map, we obtain
the warped visual features h̄(1)

t , h̄(2)
t , h̄(3)

t and the warped
reference image ȳreft , all of which depend on the driving
head pose at frame t.

Rendering network R. At the core of our Generator, the
rendering network aims to translate the 3D face represen-
tation xt−k:t into a photo-realistic image ỹt of the source.
This is achieved with the assistance of high quality audio
features h(a)

t and visual feature maps h̄(1)
t , h̄(2)

t , h̄(3)
t . First,

an encoder receives xt−k:t as input and applies a sequence
of convolutional layers with down-sampling. Then, a de-
coder consisting of alternating SPADE [30] and AdaIN [20]
layers generates the desired frame ỹt. These adaptive nor-
malisation layers enable injecting 2D visual feature maps
into the rendering network through SPADE blocks, as well
as 1D audio features through AdaIN blocks. As opposed
to the original work on SPADE [30], where the conditional
input of all SPADE layers is the same segmentation map
down-sampled to match the spatial size of each layer, we
capitalise on visual feature maps of multiple spatial scales
h̄(1)
t , h̄(2)

t , h̄(3)
t , ȳreft as modulation inputs to SPADE blocks.

On the contrary, we pass the same audio feature vector h(a)
t

to AdaIN blocks of all spatial scales. The decoder is fur-
ther equipped with PixelShuffle layers [32] for up-sampling,
which contribute to the quality of generated samples.

Discriminators D and Dm. The image Discriminator re-
ceives a synthetic pair (xt, ỹt), or a real one (xt, yt) and
learns to distinguish between them. We use a second Dis-
criminator Dm, which focuses on the mouth region. Apart
from the real ym

t or generated ỹmt cropped mouth area, this
network is conditioned on the audio feature vector h(a)

t ,
which is spatially replicated and then concatenated to the
cropped images channel-wise.

Training Objective. Networks F and R which constitute
the Generator are optimised jointly. We train HeadGAN
on reconstruction, by applying perceptual and pixel losses
LV GG
F ,LV GG

G and LL1
F ,LL1

G , both on the warped and gen-
erated images, as seen in Fig. 3 (red arrows). A GAN Hinge
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loss Ladv
G [27] along with a feature matching loss LFM

G [46]
further increase the photo-realism of results. An extended
discussion on the objective functions and networks archi-
tecture can be found in the supplementary material.

3.4. Advantages of 3D face modeling

The semantic information enclosed within the 3D face
representation allows our dense flow network F to learn
a precise flow of the facial region, as it provides a dense
correspondence of facial points, between the reference and
driving images. Compared to scene flow [28, 26] that can
be obtained from 3D meshes, our flow field hallucinated by
F exists in areas where 3D representation is missing, such
as hair and upper body, where warping is equally impor-
tant. Furthermore, as 3DMMs allow to disentangle identity
from expression, our choice to condition the rendering net-
work R on a 3D face extracted from the driving person and
adapted to the identity characteristics of the source, enables
HeadGAN to tackle the identity preservation problem on the
task of reenactment.

Lastly, modeling faces with 3DMMs makes HeadGAN
very efficient for video conferencing applications. It en-
ables a ”sender” to efficiently compress a driving frame yt,
in the form of expression parameters pexp

t ∈ IR28 and cam-
era parameters ct ∈ IR7, giving a total of 35 floating point
values. Then, these parameters can be used by a ”receiver”
to render the 3D face and use the Generator to reconstruct
the driving frame. A single reference image needs to be sent
once in the beginning of the session.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation details

3D Face Rendering. Given a set of camera parameters c
and a 3D facial shape s ∈ IR3N (see Eq. 1), we rasterise the
3D mesh and produce a visibility mask I ∈ IRH×W in the
image plane. Each spatial location of I stores the index of
the corresponding visible triangle on the 3D face seen from
this pixel. Then, we use the mean shape x̄ of the 3DMM, in
order to find the normalised x-y-z coordinates of the center
of each visible triangle. In this way we obtain a 3D face
representation x ∈ IRH×W×3, where each pixel contains

three coordinates. These values can be interpreted as colors
and therefore texture of the 3D face [52].
Dataset and Training. We train and evaluate HeadGAN on
VoxCeleb [29] dataset, which contains over 100,000 videos
of 1,251 identities, at 256 × 256 resolution. We maintain
the original train and test split. As a pre-processing step,
we compute a 3D face image for each video frame in the
dataset and extract per-frame audio feature vectors. During
training, we perform self-reenactent, as we randomly sam-
ple the reference image from the target video. This provides
access to ground truth data, enabling us to design recon-
struction loss terms to train the Generator. For the optimi-
sation of HeadGAN, we use the ADAM [24] with β1 = 0.5,
β2 = 0.999 and learning rate η = 0.0002, both for the Gen-
erator and Discriminator.

4.2. Comparison with baselines

Reconstruction (self-reenactment). First, we compare our
approach with four state-of-the-art methods on the prob-
lem of self-reenactment, where the reference identity co-
incides with the driving one. Here, the task for HeadGAN
is to reconstruct the driving video from the 3D face repre-
sentation sequence, using a single reference image to ac-
cess appearance information. We perform both qualitative
and quantitative comparisons with X2Face [45], few-shot
vid2vid [43], Bi-layer Neural Avatars [48] and First Order
Motion Model [34]. For [45] and [34], we use the pre-
trained models provided by the authors, trained on Vox-
Celeb. We trained [43] from scratch, since no checkpoint
was available. Lastly, we used the model provided by the
authors of [48], trained on the larger VoxCeleb2* [9].

For the numerical evaluation of reconstruction we use L1
distance between the generated and ground truth frames,
as well as Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and Learned
Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [50]. We ac-
cess the realism of frames with Fréchet Inception Distance
(FID) [19] and Fréchet Video Distance (FVD) [41] metrics.
We use Cosine Similarity (CSIM) [11] to measure identity
preservation. The results are presented in Table 1 and reveal
that HeadGAN outperforms all four baselines by a notewor-
thy margin, in every single metric.

Reconstruction Reenactment
Method L1 ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓ FVD ↓ CSIM ↑ FID ↓ CSIM ↑ ARD ↓ AU-H ↓

X2Face [45] 13.49 20.69 0.260 130.2 697 0.600 122.1 0.520 4.39 0.346
fs-vid2vid [43] 17.15 18.52 0.197 62.8 471 0.542 - - - -
Bi-layer* [48] 12.18 20.19 0.152 92.2 394 0.590 172.8 0.563 1.01 0.296
FOMM [34] 12.34 20.93 0.153 64.9 338 0.754 63.7 0.765 12.53 0.400
HeadGAN 11.32 21.46 0.112 36.1 254 0.807 58.0 0.688 1.35 0.326

Table 1: Quantitative results on the tasks of reconstruction and reenactment for VoxCeleb [29] test set.
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Reference Driving X2Face [45] fs-vid2vid [43] Bi-layer [48] FOMM [34] HeadGAN

Figure 4: Qualitative comparison with baselines, on the task of reconstruction (self-reenactment).

The samples illustrated in Fig. 4 show that our method
generates far more realistic images than the baselines with
better preserved appearance traits. We urge the reader visu-
ally inspect the results in the supplementary video.

Reenactment. The objective of reenactment is to fully
transfer the head pose and facial expressions of the target se-
quence to the person shown in the source image, while pre-
serving the latter identity, as the driving and reference sub-
jects are now different. To that end, we selected 15 random
(video, image) pairs from VoxCeleb test set and performed
reenactment, generating around 6K frames in total with
each method. Apart from image quality (FID) and identity
preservation (CSIM), we further evaluate the pose and ex-
pression transferability of systems, with Average Rotation
Distance (ARD) in degrees and Action Units Hamming dis-
tance (AU-H) [2], respectively. Details on metrics can be
found in the supplementary material. As can be seen in Ta-
ble 1, HeadGAN creates superior samples in terms of visual
quality. Bi-layer Neural Avatars [48] performs slightly bet-
ter on the task of facial expression transfer, which could be
attributed to the fact that it was trained on the larger Vox-
Celeb2 [9]. However, it performs poorly on identity preser-
vation, as it conditions synthesis on facial landmarks, which
unavoidably pass on identity related information from the
driving subject. On the other hand, FOMM [34] uses rel-
ative key-point locations to account for the identity preser-

vation problem that seems to increase CSIM. Nonetheless,
this comes at the expense of pose transfer, as the model re-
quires the face in the first frame of the driving video to have
the same pose with the reference face, which is very rarely
the case, also confirmed by the large ARD. When FOMM
uses absolute key-point locations instead, in order to accu-
rately transfer pose, the identity preservation problem be-
comes apparent and CSIM drops to 0.587. This behaviour
can be observed visually in Fig. 5, where the head geom-
etry of the driver is reflected in the generated samples of
FOMM-abs. Different than the baselines, HeadGAN per-
forms well on all three requirements of successful reenact-
ment (pose, expression transfer and identity preservation).
Here we note that we have omitted comparisons with Mar-
ioNETte [17] and Warp-guided GANs [14] since the source
codes are not publicly available.

Frontalisation. Our choice to use a 3D face repre-
sentation to condition synthesis allows us to set the de-
sired head pose manually, without the need of driving
frames. By re-setting the camera parameters to frontal,
we are able to generate a frontal view of the reference im-
age. We compare HeadGAN on the task of frontalisation
with pixel2style2pixel (pSp) [31] and Rotate-and-Render
(RaR) [51]. For that, we randomly select one frame from
each video of VoxCeleb test split and frontalise it. Since
there is no audio input for this task, we trained a varia-
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Reference Driving X2Face [45] Bi-layer [48] FOMM-Rel [34] FOMM-Abs [34] HeadGAN

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison with baselines, on the task of reenactment. FOMM-Rel refers to relative key-point coordi-
nates strategy and FOMM-Abs to absolute key-point coordinates, used in First Order Motion Model [34].

tion of HeadGAN without AdaIN layers for audio features.
Then, we measure the photo-realism of generated samples
with FID, the identity preservation with CSIM and the Aver-
age Rotation Error (ARE) as the deviation from the frontal
pose, in degrees. We define frontal pose as zero Euler angles
in camera rotation parameters coming from 3DMM fitting.
Therefore, ARE is only used for reference here, as a sanity
check. The results are displayed in Table 2. HeadGAN per-
forms equally well on CSIM with RaR and surpasses base-
lines on image quality and frontalisation accuracy. Please
see Fig. 6 for a visual comparison.

Input image psp [31] RaR [51] HeadGAN

Figure 6: Qualitative comparison on frontalisation.

Method FID ↓ CSIM ↑ ARE ↓
psp [31] 147.8 0.130 2.66
RaR [51] 88.4 0.753 2.65

HeadGAN 30.1 0.766 0.76

Table 2: Quantitative results on frontalisation.

4.3. Image Expression and Pose Editing

Our model can be further used as an image editing tool.
Given a source image yref and its shape and camera param-
eters pid

ref , pexp
ref and cref , first we render the corresponding

3D face representation xref . Then, we re-adjust the expres-
sion or camera parameters manually and render a pseudo-
driving 3D face xt. We pass xt, yref , xref through the Gen-
erator to obtain a synthetic image with a novel expression
or pose, reflecting the adjusted parameters. In Fig. 7 we
show the results after manipulating the first three principal
components (p. c.) of expression and the camera angles.

4.4. Ablation Study

We conducted an ablation study in order to assess 1) the
significance of the dense flow network F , 2) the advantage
of the 3D face representation compared to sketches of 2D
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Input image

Expression editing (top: positive value, bottom: negative value) Rotation editing

1st p. c. 2nd p. c. 3rd p. c. All three p. c. Pitch Yaw Roll

Figure 7: Expression and Pose Editing. Please note that we use our model’s variation without audio (AdaIN) for this task.

landmarks, that is the input used by [43] and [48], 3) the
contribution of audio modality. In order to evaluate the im-
portance of F , we removed its decoding layers. We kept
its encoder, which extracts appearance feature maps from
the reference image. Then, instead of warping these fea-
tures maps and reference image, we passed them directly to
the SPADE layers of the rendering network R. In addition,
we implemented a HeadGAN variation with landmarks, by
conditioning synthesis on sketch images, drawn by connect-
ing 2D landmarks with edges [43]. As can be seen in Table
3, the full model outperforms all variations. In terms of
scores, we observe that flow network F is an essential com-
ponent of our system. The use of a 3D face representation
(instead of landmarks) alleviates the identity preservation
problem and can be better understood visually, in Fig. 8b.

Method FID ↓ FVD ↓ CSIM ↑
HeadGAN w/o network F 63.3 473 0.307
HeadGAN w/ landmarks 55.7 371 0.699

HeadGAN w/o audio input 55.1 356 0.687
HeadGAN 50.9 334 0.716

Table 3: Ablation study numerical results. Please note that
we trained models for half epochs in this experiment.

Lipreading experiment. We further evaluate the contri-
bution of audio input to our system quantitatively, by em-
ploying an external lipreading network to classify synthetic
videos. To that end, we chose 25 word classes of BBC
dataset [10] and trained a lipreading classifier [36] on the
default training split. After that, we reconstructed the test
split of BBC dataset, using a random frame from the video
as reference. We report a lipreading accuracy of 97% on real
test samples, 82% on samples generated using the the full
model and 73% on synthetic data produced by the variation
without considering audio input. These results suggest that

(a) Significance of dense flow network F in image quality.

(b) The identity preservation problem becomes prominent when condition-
ing on facial landmarks, instead of the 3D face representation.

Figure 8: The importance of HeadGAN components.

the audio modality contributes largely on the generation of
more plausible lip movements.

5. Conclusion

We presented HeadGAN, a novel one-shot method for
animating heads, driven by 3D facial data and audio fea-
tures. Compared to SOTA methods, our framework ex-
hibits superior reenactment performance and higher photo-
realism. Our method can be further used for reconstruction,
pose and facial expression editing, as well as frontalisation.
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